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A matrix developed by The Media Center enables enterprises to create and assess media
strategies by plotting innovation in information technologies (product) against consumer
adoption of media (audience).  Pages 2-3.
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TAKE -AWAY 4 The Media Center creates matrix
to evaluate, implement, and map media strategies.
Enterprises can plot expanding capabilities of
information technologies and emerging behaviors
of media audiences. New research and programs
planned. Cross-sector network formed.
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Media Center Matrix creates
pathways to the viable future
Media enterprises can remediate fragmented markets
through continuous product innovation enabling “open”
use of media by consumers who increasingly create and
manage content.

Two strategic visions -- one plotting product innovation,
the other plotting media usage in the marketplace --
create a matrix for enterprises to negotiate the visible
future.  The matrix was developed by The Media Center
as a framework for its programs, research, engagements
and discourse.

The matrix creates four quadrants to assess the impact of
media strategies. It projects rapid development of power-
ful, personal information technologies impacting products,

behaviors and markets.  It forecasts the continuous cre-
ation of new content, media forms and devices. And it
plots growing influence and participation by consumers in
media.

Media enterprises can use the grid to measure business
intelligence, to weigh existing strategies against emerging
strategies, and to identify higher-value business opportuni-
ties. 

The matrix envisions a process for media enterprises to
achieve vitality and profitability by responding to the
convergence of technological innovation with the
unprecedented intervention of consumers in the access
and creation of content.
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INCREMENTAL   4

5
OPEN MEDIA

CLOSED MEDIA
6

INNOVATIVE   4

CAPTURE GROWTH BY DEPLOYING
AROUND NEW OR EMERGING
SOCIAL NETWORKS

INCREMENTALLY DEFEND AND
EXTEND EXISTING MARKETS

CREATE A FOUNDATION FOR
GROWTH IN THE VISIBLE FUTURE

CONNECT MEDIA-CENTRIC AUDIENCE
IN INFORMED, DIGITAL SOCIETY



PUBLISHING AND BROADCAST STRATEGIES
( maroon ) fall on the left, or low, innovation side of
the matrix.  Strategies tend to be incremental and
defensive, emerging from closed cultures where infor-
mation is controlled.  Incremental improvements in
products fail to exploit innovative technologies that
engage audiences for  digital media. 

The strategies rely on the filters of the privileged,
informed intermediary -- they typically do not address
consumer preferences for personal, interactive,
always-on media with consumer-generated content.

Continuity and traditional values are the foundation
of milk-and-maintain business practices.  Reliant on
shared best-practices, existing newspaper strategies
hold out for a bold, technological surprise or a seismic
shift in media behavior to restore prominence.  

The strategies attempt to maintain influence and to
reinforce traditional practices until breakthrough 
distribution channels are developed.

MEDIA CENTER AGENDA ( yellow ) has been created
at the intersection of media, technology and society.
Strategies have been developed in all four quadrants
to transition business models to the viable future --
the part of the future that works. The strategies are
weighted toward dynamic growth of personal,
information devices in the media marketplace and
the expansive capabilities and opportunities of digital
media.

The Media Center Matrix provides the framework for
The Media Center’s research, programs and discourse
on the impact of media in an informed, connected
society.

The agenda reflects growing participation by the
audience and by new enterprises in the creation of
content, including news and advertising. Additionally,
it demonstrates how enterprises can capture emerging
markets by reimagining businesses and remediating
audiences through innovative strategies enabled by
digital media.
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CONVERGENCE 2.0
ETHNIC NEWS PUBLICATIONS
NICHE PUBLISHING & BROADCASTING

ONLINE NEWS & ADVERTISING
READERSHIP
JOURNALISM VALUES

DIGITAL STORY EMERGENCE
DIGITAL INNOVATION

MEDIASCAPING
INFO MEDIATION
WE MEDIA
MOBILITY
CONVEGENCE 3.0

MEDIASCAPING
INFO MEDIATION
WE MEDIA
MOBILITY
CONVEGENCE 3.0



@ MEDIA, TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIETY

Seeing the viable future
How to look at the future of media? We focused on the part of the
future that we can see -- the part that is viable. 

Over the past two years, The Media Center engaged hundreds of leading
researchers, technologists, developers, entrepreneurs, and social scientists
in symposia, programs and discourse about the forces shaping the future
of news, information and media, and how society will be informed by
that future. 

Two visions emerged. The first was about the extraordinary capabilities
of emerging technologies -- products that are providing and will extend
unprecedented access to news, information, knowledge and intelligence.
The second was about the changed and changing relationship between
media and their audiences. Together, they provide a prescient and 
plausible vision of the future -- not a future of hyperbole or of ambition,
but a future we can see and predict, a visible future.

The Media Center Matrix was developed from and for the viable future.
It provides a framework for The Media Center’s programs, research,
engagements, and discourse. Our collaborative mission is to create a 
better informed society through digital media. We invite organizations to
share in the fulfillment of that mission by participating in the following
activities:

The Media Center Network -- A cross-sector consortium
of global companies, organizations and individuals that
shares insights and opportunities at executive symposia,
briefings and retreats and through a members-only com-
munications hotline.

Media Center Programs -- Six to eight programs annually,
each two to three days in length, on critical strategic, tac-
tical and operational issues impacting digital media and its

business. Six programs planned in U.S. cities, one each in Europe and Asia.

See | Think | Feel | Do Research -- White papers, briefin-
gs (Synapse) and video briefings from The Media Center
think tank and its network of leading-edge research
organizations.

WHAT ENTERPRISES
SHOULD DO NOW

4 Create integrated systems for
content management and distribution
that allow seamless movement,
management and access of digital
information.

4Develop “convergent content”
that spirals through multiple mediums
utilizing text, video, audio and sensing
packages that are immediate, mobile,
and interactive.

4Seek alliances and partnerships
with developers and carriers of mobile
communication and information
devices.

4Structure organizations for rapid
prototyping and on-demand  delivery
of dynamic content.

4Engage behavioral research
(ethnography) to understand changing
and emerging habits and behaviors of
media consumers.

4Mine digital data for new product
windows and new businesses.

AUDIENCE UPDATE:
GENERATION C

Since the publication of We Media
(Sept. 03), The Media Center’s seminal
research on consumer-generated 
content, a generation of content
producers has emerged. “Generation
C” -- the cultural creatives -- is likely
to influence media for years to come.

The drivers fuelling this trend?           
4The creative urges each consumer
undeniably possesses.
4 Manufacturers of content-creating
tools who unleash creativity through
easy-to-use, personal mobile devices
such as phones and cameras. 

Instead of asking consumers to watch,
to listen, to play, or to passively
consume, the race is on to get them to
create, to produce, and to participate
in open media.


